
Editor’s Note:
The Rise of Moral Choice
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fSociery, forthcoming), Robert J. Myers outlines a view of ethics and

interniitional affairs after the Cold War. The crutch of the dialectic,
positing “progress” in history. is no longer relevant. On the left. the progression

to equality guaranteed by .Marx has been doomed by the failure of communisn~.

G the right. the Hegelian notion of the “end of history” popularized recently by

Francis Fukuyama seems more a note of Western triumphalism than a c[)nvinc -

ing explanation of events or an analytical tool for the future. Myers c’onciudes

that “... ~/c. ha~~ for 10(>long searched foI-nostrums i-redautomatic forn~uiae (O

substitutti for hard work. and common semw. Our salvation has been i~~our

hands for u Ierj iOng{inm.’”

Often o~,erlmlked in the arsenal of unaljtical tools for ~tuden[s of inter-

national affiairs is the basic ]dea of moral choice. “lf there i~a [rend t(~ward

democracy,” wr] tes Myers, “one must be able to recognize real people who

promote suc~cfhily r-d demwmtic policies and insti~utions. ” In this way of

thinking, denmcrticy develops and thrives not because of any inevitable histl)ri-

cal or cconomi~ process but bectiuse of the choices and :Mion\ of citi~cns und

leaders.

This voiume of Ethi(.y & Intermtioml ~ffi~irs focu<es on the [heme of moral

choice The influence of anticommunist t-(li.son d ‘(ft(it in the J$’est bas gone the

way of the iV4arxist-Lenirlist r(~ism cl’<tat of the East. 130[h are now finished,

and their reflexive appeals to the “necessity” rtitionaie for :111policy dceisions

rnus[ now yield to more nuanced views and substantive analyses, ‘l-he end of the

Cold War opens up a new era of hard choices, It is imperative that these choices

be informed by the great moral traditions that are our cullural heritage and by WI

understanding of our collective historical experience.
Some of the pieces included here emphasize the standards by which choices

are nladc. including IQntian, utilitarian. and virtue ethics standards, us well as

the role and rc(-mnanct’ of inrernatic}n:ll Inoral normi Others t’nlph:}size [he
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historical trajectory of issues involving moral choice such as the international

protection of human rights. The challenge, as always, is to relate the insights of

philosophy and history to the problems of our own age. It is in this spirit and for

this purpose that this volume is intended.
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